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Photoemission and secondary electron emission (SEE) measurements have been used to in-
vestigate the band structure of graphite. The energy distribution curves obtained from both
types of measurements reveal identical features for those transitions to conduction-band states
occurring up to 5 eV above the vacuum level. Two minima in the 0~ conduction band, located
at critical points I'3„and Q~„, have been observed at 7.5 and 8.6 eV above the Fermi level.
Emission from these final states is observed for E Ilc orientation due to the relaxation of elec-
trons initially excited to P3, this Elle transition, which is observed at 14.5 +0.5 eV, is in
good agreement with the predicted value of 13.5 eV assigned to transitions Pe, P3. The 0-
band gap at the Brillouin-zone center has been measured for E Xc to be 11.5 + 0. 1 eV and the
separation of the 0 bands increases to 15.0 eV at Q in good agreement with the optical reflec-
tivity data. The observation and assignment of interband transitions at higher SEE energies
provide additional evidence in support of the two-dimensional band structure proposed by
Painter and Ellis. The photoemission measurements give detailed information concerning the
nature of the 7t-band structure at points along the three-dimensional Brillouin-zone face. The
splitting of the 7l bands at P and Q is observed to be 0. 8 eV, which gives rise to Ezc transi-
tions at 4. 76 and 4. 82 eV associated with the saddle-point nature of the 7t bands at Q, and a
value of 0.42 eV for the Slonczewski and Weiss parameter p~. The SEE results locate P3 be-
low the Fermi level, which provides evidence for electron occupancy at the center of the
Brillouin-zone edge in agreement with recent Fermi-surface studies.

I. INTRODUCTION

Graphite is a highly anisotropic crystal of space
group C46„, with an interlayer spacing (3.37 A)
which is large compared with the interatomic
spacing in any single layer (l. 42 A). Consequently
most theoretical calculations' of the electronic
band structure have used, as a first approximation,
a single two-dimensional layer model which ne-
glects any interaction between successive layers.
The electron states may be separated into o and
m bands analogous to the sP~-hybridized atomic
eigenstates, the former referring to states which
are even with respect to reflection in the layer
plane and the latter to those which are odd. The
m bands may be regarded as arising from the over-
lap of P, atomic orbitals which are oriented normal
to the layer plane. Each energy band in the single-

layer approximation splits into two closely spaced
states upon including the interaction between suc-
cessive planes. Since the m bands are related to
those atomic orbitals directed normal to the basal
plane, it follows that these bands will be particu-
larly sensitive to the interlayer interaction, and
the magnitude of the splitting is expected to be
greater than that for the o bands. This splitting
of the w bands is responsible for the m valence and
conduction bands overlapping at the Brillouin-
zone edge which, in turn, determines the complex
nature of the Fermi surface and the semimetallic
properties of graphite. The ~-band structure has,
therefore, been the subject of numerous theoret-
ical~' and experimentalv studies.

Since the interlayer forces are weak, the selec-
tion rules determined for interband transitions in
the two-dimensional structure remain essentially
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the same as those for the three-dimensional Bril-
louin zone; transitions forbidden in the single-layer
approximation are predicted3"'to be relatively
weak in the multilayer crystal. . Only transitions
between states of the same parity with respect to
reflection in the plane are allowed for the electric
field vector normal to the c axis, i. e. , only 0-a
or w- m transitions occur for El c. The optical
spectra may therefore be divided into m and o re-
gions, and soft-x-ray emission experiments' sug-
gest that there is little overlap between these two
regions. Conversely, only n-a or o- m transi-
tions are allowed for light polarized such that the
electric vector is parallel to the c axis.

Although some success has been achieved in
relating the observed physical properties to the
various band-structure calculations, particularly
concerning the nature of the overlapping g bands
at the Fermi surface, considerable discrepancy
exists in the assignment of transitions to explain
certain features of the optical data. " It is per-
tinent, therefore, to give a brief review of the
position with regard to the optical measurements.
The results of reflectance measurements with un-
polarized light at near normal incidence of Taft
and Philipp' on natural graphite revealed a narrow
peak at approximately 4. 5 eV and a broad peak at
14.5 eV in the imaginary part of the dielectric
constant normal to the c axis, ez~, for lightenergies
between 0. 1 and 26 eV. Ergun et al. "also reported
the narrow peak at 4. 8 eV. Bassani and Pastori
Parravicini~ adjusted a semiempirical tight-binding
calculation to obtain the best fit with this data.
The sharp peak at 4. 5 eV was attributed to the sad-
dle-point nature of transitions between the m bands
about the critical point Q of the two-dimensional
Brillouin zone, and the 0-band gap at the zone cen-
ter I' was adjusted to 6 eV. The broad peak at
14. 5 eV was attributed to transitions between the
highest bonding and the lowest antibonding 0 states
at Q. However, while the agreement between the
theoretical and the experimental values for e» was
good for the v bands at Q, the computed peak at
14.5 eV for the o transitions was much too narrow.
Bassani and Pastori Parravicini~ suggested that
increasing the o-band gap at I' from 6 to about 10
eV would have the effect of broadening this peak,
thus improving the agreement with experiment.

Greenaway et al. determined the optical con-
stants of graphite for light polarized in the plane
of incidence as a function of the angle of incidence.
Both e~ and e„were determined for energies be-
tween 2 and 10 eV. A sharp peak in ez, was ob-
served and located at 4. 6 eV in agreement with the
results of Taft and Philipp. ' A weak shoulder on
this peak at 6 eV was ascribed to E~c transitions
at I in agreement with the calculation of Bassani
and Pastori Parravicini. Further support for this

assignment was proposed by Balzarotti and Gran-
dolfo, '4 who ascribed a weak structure at 6 eV in
the thermoreflectance spectrum of graphite to a
Mo critical point at I', and proposed tha, t other
structure at 5. 11 eV was due to a M& saddle point
for transitions between the v bands at Q. More
recent thermoreflectance measurements, "how-
ever, are not in agreement with this work. Green-
away et al. attribute structure in e~ „at 4. 8 and
6.0 eV to transitions between the highest o valence
band and the lowest m conduction band on the basis
of the fact that, although such transitions are for-
bidden at Q and P, they are allowed along the two-
dimensional Brillouin-zone edge.

No ref lectivity measurements have been made
for E fl c above 10 eV. To determine e„at higher
frequencies, Tosatti and Bassani'6 applied a
Kramers-Kronig dispersion analysis to the energy-
loss data of Zeppenfeld'~ for 60-keV electrons in-
cident at different angles to the c axis of graphite.
A strong peak in the imaginary part of the dielectric
function was obtained at 11 eV and assigned to a
van Hove singularity in the joint density of states
between the 0~ valence band and the m conduction
band due to the nearly parallel nature of the bands
along the points I', Q, and P of the Brillouin zone. '
Weaker structure at 6 and 16 eV was attributed
to transitions from the w valence band to the lowest,
o„and the highest, 03, conduction bands, respec-
tively, again at general points between I', Q, and
I'.

The above assignments have been made in terms
of the two-dimensional band structure calculated
by Bassani and Pastori Parravicini. ~ Recently
Painter and Ellis have employed an ab initio vari-
ational calculation to determine the band structure
of a single layer of graphite, the general features
of which, while in qualitative agreement with those
of the earlier calculations, show important quanti-
tative differences between the energies of the bands
and the assignment of transitions. Whereas the
separation of the v bands at Q is predicted to be
4. 6 eV in agreement with the earlier work, ~ other
transitions show a marked disagreement. For
example, the lowest 0-band gap at I' is predicted
to be 12.2 eV, the separation of the o bands in-
creasing to 16.3 eV at Q. The weak shoulder on
the side of the 4. 5-eV peak at 6 eV observed in
the reflectance measurementso is considered to be
a result of the structure of the v bands at Q and
not due to R&c transitions at I.' The structure at
4.8, 6. 0, and 11.0 eV cannot 'be explained in terms
of R tl c transitions on the basis of this and other
band-structure calculations. Painter and Ellis3
predict R il c transitions of 13.5 and 16.5 eV at
P and Q, respectively.

Recently, observations have been reported"
of mell-defined maxima in the energy distribution
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curve of secondary electrons emitted by graphite
which were excited by incident electrons of energy
5-150 eV. The number and the energy location
above the Fermi level of these maxima show good
agreement with emission from high density-of-
states levels located at critical points in the two-
dimensional conduction-band structure of Painter
and Ellis. ' In the present paper, we have extended
these preliminary measurements employing photo-
emission as a complementary technique in order
to investigate the band structure of graphite over
a wide range of excitation energy for both E tt c
and R j. c excitations.

The photoemission (PE) and secondary elec-
tron emission (SEE) energy distribution curves
reveal identical features for those transitions to
conduction-band states occuring up to 5 eV above
the vacuum level. In addition, the photoemission
measurements provide detailed information con-
cerning the location of initial valence-band states
down to several eV below the Fermi level. Direct
evidence is provided for the nature of the splitting
of the m bands along the face of the three-dimen-
sional Brillouin zone due to interaction between
successive layers. The observation and assign-
meat of interband transitions at higher SEE en-
ergies provides strong evidence in support of the
two-dimensional band structure of Painter and
Ellis3 and the transitions predicted for E~c and
E It c over a wide energy range. No 11-eV transi-
tion for E I't c is observed, contrary to the analysis
of Tosatti and Bassani. '

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Energy distribution measurements of the SEE
were obtained using a standard three-grid low-
energy electron-diffraction (LEED) Auger system
similar to that employed by Scheibner and Tharp'
in their earlier work on graphite. The hemisphe-
rical grid system had an acceptance angle of 100
An improved resolution of approximately l%%ua was
achieved by coupling the second and third grids
together and carefully screening the apparatus
from stray magnetic fields. The observation of
weak maxima in the SEE energy distribution curve
was facilitated by modulating both the incident
electron beam and the retarding grid voltages si-
multaneously with a small ac signal (0. 1-1.0 eV
peak to peak), a technique first reported by Gerlach
et al. 20 This double- or "cross"-modulation tech-
nique prevents distortion of the secondary elec-
tron energy distribution which would otherwise
occur, particularly at low incident-beam energies,
due to the overlapping characteristic energy-loss
spectrum. For small amplitudes, the ac com-
ponent of the collected current is proportional to
the first derivative of the total secondary collector
current with respect to the retarding voltage V on

the coupled grids of the analyzer. The derivative
dI/dV vs V curves provide the desired energy dis-
tribution of the emitted electrons. 2~ The incident-
electron-beam current was maintained constant
at 0. 5 pA and corrections were applied for contact
potential differences between the cathode and the
specimen, and between the specimen and the ana-
lyzer grids. ~~

PE experiments were performed with a 127'
electrostatic analyzer, details of which have been
published. The sample is illuminated by light
at normal incidence to the basal plane, and the
analyzer geometry is such that only those electrons
which are emitted within a 15 solid angle centered
about the normal direction are focused at the exit
slit. This fact has not been taken into account in
the scaling of the energy distribution curves in
electrons per photon per eV. The energy distri-
bution curves were corrected, however, for the
transmission and resolution of the analyzer, both
of which varied with energy; the resolution varied
between 1.3%%ua at 20 eV and 4% at 2 eV. Higher-
derivative techniques were used in the detailed
analysis of both the PE and the SEE spectra to en-
hance fine structure present in the curves.

The samples of graphite were highly oriented
stress-annealed pyrolytic graphite, 2& 0. 5& 0. 1
cm, which were freshly cleaved prior to insertion
into the vacuum system and heated to approximately
1000 C for several minutes at a background pres-
sure of less than 10 9 torr. LEED measurements
revealed highly oriented crystallites with the c axes
aligned normal to the basal-plane surface. ' Auger-
electron spectroscopy confirmed that the cleaved
surface was free of contamination. Measurements
were also performed with cleaved single crystals
of natural Ticonderoga graphite, which gave es-
sentially identical results except for weaker and
poorly resolved structure in the 5-20-eV SEE
spectral region. This may be attributable to some
degree of rotational disorder with good c-axis
alignment between successive layer planes as shown
by faint streaking occuring through the hexagonal
LEED spot pattern.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

.A. Secondary Electron Emission

The energy distribution curves of the secondary
electrons emitted at low primary-beam energies,
incident normal to the basal plane, are shown in
Fig. 1. The large low-energy peak at approximately
1 eV is attributed to multiple inelastic scattering
of excited electrons of no well-defined transition
energy. Two strong subsidiary maxima at ap-
proximately 3 and 4 eV are superimposed on this
secondary electron "cascade" background. Weaker
maxima have been resolved in the region 5-20
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FIG. 1. Energy distribution of secondary electrons
emitted from graphite by electrons of energy 15-50 eV
incident normal to the basal plane, 8=0'. Incident-beam
energies are shown alongside the appropriate curve.

eV, ' the relative intensity variations of which
are shown by the spectra in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)
for incident-electron energies of 29-45 V. This
fine structure has been enhanced by ten times
sensitivity compared to that shown in Fig. 1. The
relative intensities of these peaks in the SEE spec-
trum of graphite remain independent of increasing
beam energy above 45 eV; the "cascade" back-
ground shows a linear increase in intensity. ~7

Their intensities change abruptly below 40-eV
primary-beam energy, however, as shown in
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). As a consequence of the di-
minished intensities of the neighboring structure,
another weak maximum was observed at 8. 5 eV
for primary-beam energies below 33 eV [Fig. 2(b)].
For primary-beam energies between 20 and 30 eV,
the fine structure observed in the region 5-20 eV
was very weak and higher-derivative techniques
were required to resolve the various peaks.

The combined energy width of the valence and
conduction bands of graphite is predicted' ' to be
of the order of 40-50 eV, the valence bandwidth
being 15-20 eV. ' Incident-electron-beam energies
of 40 eV and higher, therefore, would be expected

to populate most final states in the conduction band
due to both direct and indirect interband transi-
tions. Both the number, and energetic position,
of the above maxima are in close agreement with
those critical points above the vacuum level in the
calculated conduction band, as shown in Table I,
using the notation of Ref. 3. It has therefore been
proposed that the structure observed in the SEE
spectrum of graphite is due to electrons emitted
from high density-of-states levels located at these
critical points. The photoemission measurements
endorse the view that the relative intensities of the
maxima will not necessarily reflect the true den-
sity-of-states function, since electrons initially
excited to higher states in a conduction band may
populate lower band minima in the same band
through relaxation processes involving inelastic
electron-electron and electron-phonon scattering,
and also Auger processes, prior to emission from
these points.

The peaks appearing at 3, 4, 10, and 14.5 eV
occur for both 0' and 40' angles of incidence 8 of
the primary beam relative to the c axis, whereas
the peaks at 7. 5, 8. 5, 12, and 17.5 eV are only
observed when the crystal is rotated to give oblique
incidence [compare the dashed curve shown in
Fig. 2(b)]. The selection rules for allowed ojfi-
cally excited interband transitions in the two-di-
mensional approximation predict both E j-c and
E II c transitions to states at I', and Qg, while
only E ~ c transitions are allowed to states at I'~„
I",„, Qa„, and P', . The variation of the SEE peak
intensities with 8 suggests that for the incident
electron beam parallel to the c axis, direct inter-
band transitions are excited by an electric field
vector which is also parallel to the c axis. Ro-
tating the crystal through 40' introduces a E j.c
component. Final states at the critical points I"3,
&~„, Qa„, and P', are populated by E c transitions
while those at j."3„, Q&„, P~, and Q&~ occur for E II c,
or E 1t c and E& c transitions (grazing incidence
studies, 8=90', were not possible with the present
system).

The observations are in agreement with the se-
lection rules for optically ezcited direct transitions,
with the exception of transitions to I",„and Q',„,
corresponding to the strong peaks at 3 and 4 eV,
respectively, which are predicted for E ~ c only.
The variation in intensity of these peaks with in-
cident angle 8 (taken as the peak-to-peak height of
the derivative of the energy distribution curve,
Fig. 1) is shown for incident-electron-beam en-
ergies near the threshold energies for the excita-
tions in Fig. 3. The intensity of the 4-eV peak
has been normalized to be of the same order of
magnitude as the 3-eV peak for clarity. At an
angle of incidence of 40', the threshold energy for
the 3-eV peak is approximately 11.5 eV and that
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FIG. 2. Energy distribution curves showering the variation in intensity of the peak structure appearing in the 5-20-eV
region of the SEE spectrum (a) for incident-beam energies of 35.5-45 eV and (b) for incident-beam energies of 29-35
eV. The full curves vrere recorded for an angle of incidence 8=40', The dashed curve, part (b), was obtained by ro-
tating the crystal to normal incidence, 8 =0, the peaks appearing at 10 and 14.5 eV being associated vrith E II c interband
transitions. The various curves corresponding to different beam energies are shifted vertically for clarity.

for the 4-eV peak occurs 1 eV higher. The inten-
sity of both peaks increases up to 15 eV, at which
point both transitions first appear simultaneously
for normal incidence excitation, 8 = 0'.

Assuming that for normal incidence only E II c
transitions are excited, while for 8=40, both
E II c and E~c excitations are possible, the above
results are in very good agreement with those
transitions predicted by the analysis of Painter and
E1118 for the two-dlmenslonal crystal band stx'uc-
ture, reproduced in Fig. 4. For the sake of il-
lustration, the three-dimensional Brillouin zone of
graphite is shown in Fig. 5 with the notation of
Ref. 3. This model predicts two minima at F,'„
and Q)g 111 the lowes't 0' conduction band, the posi-
tions of which are in close agreement with the
observed peaks (Table I). The o-band gap at 1' is
12.2 eV and the predicted E~c transition is in good
agreement with the threshold of the interband tran-
sition of energy 11.5 eV observed for the 3-eV peak
(Fig. 3). The 4-eV peak appears at an incident-
electron energy of approximately 12. 5 eV in agree-
ment with Q', „appearing 1 eV higher, at an energy
where the electrons excited from j.~~ can relax into

this second minimum. The intensity of both peaks
increases up to 15 eV(8=40, Fig. 3), correspond-
ing to the fact that the m bands are flat and parallel
at the points Qz~ and Q;„.

This interpretation of the results is also in
agreement with the optical data of Taft and Philipp, '~

which show a. strong transition beginning at about
11 eV for E~ c, the oscillator strength increasing
up to approximately 14 eV at Q. The intensities
of the 3- and 4-eV SEE peaks l.evel off at this en-
ergy due to the increased dispersion of the 0 bands
between Q and P, which results in a decrease in
the oscillator strength at higher transition ener-
gies. The Kramers-Kronig dispersion analysis
performed by Tosatti and Bassani on Zeppenfe]d's
data ascribed a strong energy loss at 11 eV to be
an E fl c transition. A recent determination of the
optical constants of graphite from ref lectiviiy
studies with light polarized E II c using synchro-
tron radiation~9 does not show any strong peak in
&2llc at 11 eV, contrarytothisanalysis. However,
these ref lectivity measurements are in good agree-
ment with the present results. A broad peak in
62 II c centered about 15 eV ls indicative of E II c
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FIG. 5. Three-dimensional Brillouin zone of graphite.

FIG. 3. Variation in relative peak amplitude (taken to
be the peak-to-peak height of the derivative of the energy
distribution curve) with incident electron energy for peaks
appearing at approximately 3 and 4 eV in the SEE spec-
trum. The incident electron energy was corrected for
the contact potential difference between the cathode and

the specimen.

transitions, which agrees with the threshold energy
for the appearance of the 3- and 4-eV peaks for
normal incidence (8= O', Fig. 3). We assign this
transition threshold to be a w-o transition, P, to
P3, which is predicted to be 13.5 eV in Fig. 4.
The observed increase in intensity of the peaks
with increasing excitation energy is interpreted
as being due to the relaxation of electrons, initially
excited to states at P'„down into the two minima
at critical points I 3„and Q', „ in the 0, conduction
band.

It was not possible to plot the intensity variation
of the fine structure occurring in the 5-20-eV re-
gion of the SEE spectrum. However, in Table II,
the minimum incident-electron-beam energies

below which these weak SEE peaks were no longer
observed, and the energies at which sharp changes
in the relative intensities of the various maxima
occured for 8= 0' and 8= 40' (cf. Fig. 2), are
compared with the E~c and E I'l c optical transi-
tion energies predicted by Fig. 4. The intensities
of the individual maxima change with excitation
energy in such a manner as to make unambiguous
assignments difficult. In some cases. , the peak
intensities are the result of direct transitions from
several valence-band states and, for 8=40, both
E It c and Rlc transitions can occur simultaneously.
Also, as Bauer28 has pointed out, indirect transi-
tions can be excited in addition to direct transitioris
due to the 'momentum transferred to the excited
electron by the incident low-energy electrons.
These indirect processes will tend to smear out
any structure due to direct transitions. Neverthe-
less, with these limitations in mind, the tentative
assignments in Table II show good agreement with
those predicted' at critical points I', Q, and P.
It was not possible to resolve the very weak struc-

20-'
P)

TABLE I. Comparison between the energies of max-
ima observed in the SEE spectrum and critical points in

the theoretical conduction-band structure (Ref. 3) at
which high densities of final states would be expected.

10

p+ Conduction-
band state~

Energy with respect to Fermi level (eV)
Theoretical~ Observedb

0-

~ -10"

LJ

~ -20

Q19

—Ey

F
3

I'eu

Q~u
I'2g
I"~u
P+

Q2u

Q~
P+

7.5
8.0

10.5
11.5
13.5
17.5
18.5
22, 0

7.7+0.5
8.7+0.5

12.2 +0.5
13.2 +0.5
14.7+0.5
16.7+0.5
19.2 +0.5
22. 2 +0, 5

FIG. 4. Energy-band structure of a single two-di-
mensional layer of graphite calculated by Painter and Ellis,
Ref. 3.

'See Ref. 3.
Work function of graphite taken to be 4.7 eV. Data

corrected for contact potential differences between speci-
men and analyzer grids.
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TABLE Q. Comparison between the threshold energies of transitions associated with maxima observed in both the
SEE and PE spectra and transitions predicted on the basis of a recent theoretical band structure (Ref. 3) for light po-
larized parallel or normal to the c axis.

Conduction-
band state

Allowed
transition

Optical-
s election

rule Theor. Obs.

Transition energy (eV)

Spectra

Q2g

Q~u

1 iu

P3

Q2u

P(

Q2u- Q2g

Q~g- Qiu

P3 P3
p+ p+

P3 P3

Qa- Q2u

Q2u- Qy

P3 P(

E&c
Elle
E&c

E&c
E&c

E&c

E&c

Elle
E&c
E II c

E&c
E&c

E&c
Elle

E&c

4.7
16.0

12, 2

16.0
23.0

17.5

16.5

13.5
25, 0
26. 5

26. 0
32.5

32.5
21.0

35. 0

4.7+0.1

11.5+0, 1

15.0 + 0. 5
25. 0 + 1.0

&20. 0

&20. 0
(17.0+0.5)

14.5+0.5
25. 0+ 2. 0
26. 0+ 2. 0

25. 0+2. 0
33.0+2. 0

31.0+2. 0
22. 0+2, 0

34. 0+2. 0

PE

SEE/PE

PE(yield)
SEE

SEE

SEE
(PE)

SEE
SEE
SEE

SEE
SEE

SEE
SEE

SEE

Allowed optical transitions with light polarized II or & to the c axis in the two-dimensional layer structure at sym-
metry points I', Q, and P (Ref. 3).

ture occurring at 7. 5 and 8. 5 eV in the SEE spec-
trum, corresponding to final states at I'zg and I",„,
respectively, for primary-beam energies below
20 eV due to interference from inelastically scat-

10

0
'0
T.
Q.

LLI10
lQ
K

thZ -3O]0
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~104-

6eV

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
PHOTON ENERGY(eV)

FIG. 6. Variation of photoelectron yield with photon
energy in the range 7—15 eV. The Fowler plot gives a
work function C of 4. 7 eV for the pyrolytic graphite
specimen.

tered primary electrons which could not be sup-
pressed completely at these very low energies.
However, it will be shown that the PE measure-
ments indicate that the top of the o valence band,
r3g is located at approximately 4 eV below the
Fermi level, which gives a value for the transi-
tion I"„-I"',„of 17.0+ 0. 5 eVfor Elcingoodagree-
ment with the theoretical value. The agreement
between the SEE and the PE results at lower exci-
tation energies is also good.

8. Photoemission

In the PE measurements, the light was incident
normal to the basal plane of graphite so that only
transitions Rlc were excited. The absolute photo-
electric yield, in electrons per absorbed photon,
is shown in Fig. 6. The Fowler plot (inset) extrap-
olates to zero yield at 4. 7 eV, to give the value of
the work function 4 of the pyrolytic graphite spec-
imens. The inflexion in the curve at 5.4 eV is
interpreted as being due to a high density-of-states
level located at about 0. 7 eV below the Fermi level,
transitions from which produce an increase in the
yield. Such a conclusion would be consistent with
that of Taft and Apker and soft-x-ray emission
data, 'o which showed the density of states to be
relatively small at the Fermi level and rising to a
value several-fold higher 1 eV or so below. Fur-
ther confirmation is provided by the PE energy
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of photoemitted electrons for photon
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shifted vertically according to the pho-
ton energy shown at the right-hand
side of the diagram. The position of
the peaks relative to the vacuum level
is shown by the abscissa scale. The
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energy of electrons emitted from the
Fermi level.
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FIG. 8. Energy distribution curves of photoemitted
electrons for photon energies of 11 to 12 eV showing the
threshold energy for the growth of a peak at approxi-
mately 3 eV.

distribution measurements shown later which as-
sign this high density of states to the level P, ,
which arises due to the lifting of degeneracy of the
mbands at the Fermi level P, , in the three-dimen-
sional band structure.

The absolute calibration of the photoelectric
yield was achieved by transferring the calibration
from a standard lamps' to four wavelengths between
1608 and 584 A using a Reeder thermopile. Inter-
polation betweent these points was performed with
a photomultiplier coated with sodium salicylate.
The yield curve was used to scale the photoelectron
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FIG. 9. Derivative of the
energy distrzbutzon curve of
photoemxtted electrons for
11.5-eV incident photon en-
ergy.
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energy distribution curves in terms of electrons
per photon per eV. Figure 7 shows a set of such
curves measured for photon energies between 11.5
and 23. 2 eV. Each curve is shifted vertically ac-
cording to their. photon energies given by the right-
hand scale. The curves have been superimposed
such that the position of those electrons emitted
from the Fermi level is marked by the full line,
k~ —E= C. On the abscissa scale, the kinetic
energies of the emitted photoelectrons increase
towards the right, the zero point corresponding to
the vacuum level.

The PE spectra may be regarded as being com-
posed of two regions separated by the broken line
in Fig. 7. While there is some question of the
propriety of dividing the optical spectra of graphite
into regions characterized by m-m and o-o electron
transitions, band-structure calculations' show
that the o-m valence-band overlap is only of the
order of 2 or 3 eV, which suggests that this sep-
aration is justified. Hence, the rough separation
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of the PE spectra into bvo regions in Fig. 7 serves
to locate the top of the 0 valence band about 4 eV
below the Fermi level, which is in reasonable
agreementwith the value of 5. 2 eV quoted by Painter
and Ellis. 3 A relatively low number of electrons
are photoemitted on the high-electron-energy side
of this line compared with the marked increase oe-
curing at l.ower electron energies. The low number
of electrons observed in this region (the energy
distribution of which is shown in more detail in
Fig. 6) is attributed to mainly indirect processes
occurring be@veen the m bands. Direct transitions
between the m bands are forbidden at I' but allowed
in the region of Q for EJ.c. The strong direct tran-
sition Qz„- Qz~ associated with the peak at approxi-
mately 4. 5 eV in the reflectance measurements '~

is not observed in the PE measurements, however,
since the final state is situated below the vacuum
level (Fig. 4). The increase in the number of elec-
trons observed at lower electron energies may be
associated with the onset of transitions bebveen
the a bands centered about 1, for which allowed
El e transitions are predicted.

The main feature of the energy distribution
curves in Fig. 7 is the stxong peak occurring at
2. 8 eV above the vacuum level, i.e. , 7. 5 eV above
the Fermi level, which increases in intensity
strongly for photon energies greater than 11.5 eV.
The onset of this transition is shown in greater
detail in Fig. 8 for photon energies of 11.1-11.8
eV; Bauex and Spicers~ have recently reported the
observation of a similar peak at 7. 5 eV above the
Fermi level for PE from Aquadag. A second peak,
occurring as a shoulder on the above transition,
appears at 3.9-eV electron energy for excitation
energies above 12.5 eV. The positions of these
two structures were observed with greater accuracy
using higher-derivative spectra and found to remain
at constant electron energies for photon energies
up to 23 eV, in agreement with the earlier obser-
vations on the SEE structure at approximately 3
and 4 eV.

Fine structure appearing in the above PE spectra
may be resolved using higher-derivative tech-
niques. 3'34 For example, Fig. 9 shows the second
derivative of the PE energy distribution curve for
11.5-eV photon energy For clari.ty, the curve is
inverted such that a peak in the energy distribution
curve is represented by a peak rather than a mini-
mum. The derivation was performed by a com-
puter using the stored digital information of the
11.5-eV curve and a derivation grid of Q. 3 eV. ~'

In Fig. 10, the energy values of the peaks observed
in the derivative spectra for photon energies from
7. 7 to 15 eV are plotted against photon energy.
Peaks due to electrons excited to, or from, flat
regions of bands, appear on straight lines as well
as those peaks due to indirect transitions from, or

to, high density-of-states levels. Final states
are located on the horizontal lines and initial states
lie on lines parallel to, and below, the dashed line
at 45', which represents those electrons emitted
from the Fermi level. Peaks on curved, or on
straight lines at angles other than 45', are char-
acteristic of direct transitions. The diagram rep-
resents, therefore, the movement of peaks with
photon energy observed in the PE energy distri-
bution curves. The particular spectral features
appeax ing ln the second-derivative cux've, Flg. 9,
are located in Fig. 10 at points where these lines
intercept the fine line drawn at 11.5-eV photon
energy.

Three structures appear to be independent of
photon energy in Fig. 10. A large peak (line 6)
situated at approximately Q. 8 eV above the vac-
uum level is due to multiple-scattered electrons. '
The 2. 8- and 3.9-eV peaks, referred to in Figs. 7
and 8, are located with respect to the eleetron-
energy ordinate by the horizontal lines 7 and 8,
respectively. The 2. 8-eV peak, which has been
assigned to a minimum in the o, conduction band
at I'~„, 7. 5 eV above the Fermi level, can stiU. be
seen as a relatively weak peak in the second-deriv-
ative curve at photon energies bel.ow 11.5 eV, i. e. ,
below the o band gap for direct E ~e transitions.
This is indicative of indirect transitions also oc-
curring about I". Above 11.5-eV photon energy,
electrons are excited to higher levels, some of
which relax into this o conduction-band minimum.
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FIG. 10. Electron-energy diagram showing the move-
ment of different maxima appearing in the derivative of
the energy distribution curves of photoemitted electrons
for incident photon energies be@veen 7.7 and 15 eV.
Final states are located on the horizonta. l lines and ini-
tial states lie on lines parallel to, and below, the dashed
line at 45 which represents those electrons emitted from
the Fermi 1evel; peaks on curved, or on straight lines at
angles other than 45, are characteristic of direct transi-
tions,
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FIG. 11. Band structure of graphite for points located
on the vertical face of the three-dimensional Brillouin
zone according to beefs. 8 and 9. The separation of the
bands has been adjusted to fit the photoemission data in
Fig. 10 and the thermoreflectance data of Hef. 15.

Similarly, the 3.9-eV peak (line 8) occurring ap-
proximately 1 eV higher in electron energy, shows
a marked increase in intensity for photon energies
above 12. 5 eV, in agreement with the SEE results.
The curved 1.inc 9 is character istic of direct tran-
sitib@s -probably between the o. bands at general
points in. the Brillouin zone around 1".

These results are in agreement with the optical-
reflectivity investigations. '2 The interband energy
surface at the Brillouin-zone center I' is small
so that the onset of direct transitions between the
a bands is not expected to contribute strongly to

The observed increase in E2g between 11 and
15 eV is a consequence of the dispersion of the
o bands between I' and Q, and the increasing sur-
face exposed in k space over which direct inter-
band transitions can occur in this energy range.
E~ c transitions are allowed at general points along
1";„—Q;„—Ps and are strongest around Q where the
o conduction and valence bands are nearly parallel,
Fig. 4. A marked increase in the 3.9-eV peak at
a photon energy of approximately 15 eV, due to
the onset of the predicted Q~~- Q» saddle-point
transitions, is not observed directly in the PE or
the SEE spectra since electrons excited to this
minimum in the o, conduction band are able to
relax into the energetically lower minimum at I"3„.
Therefore, the relative population of the final
states associated with these two minima in the a,
conduction band is observed to remain constant
with increasing excitation energy. A further indi-
cation of these strong direct o-o interband tran-
sitions occurring between 1 and Q is given by the
sharp increases in the yield curve (Fig. 6) at ap-
proximately 11 and 14. 5 eV. The observed de-
crease" of &» above 15 eV may be explained in

terms of the large dispersion of the o bands be-
tween Q and P in the band structure shown in Fig.
4

The 45 lines 1, 2, and 3 in Fig. 10 locate ini-
tial states —0.8, -1.8, and —2. 6 eV below the

Fermi level, and are a result of the splitting of
the m valence bands due to interlayer interaction.
This interaction between layers introduces a four-
atom unit cell in place of the two-atom unit cel.l
used in the two-dimensional approximation. As a
consequence, each band in the single-layer band
structure (Fig. 4) splits into two closely spaced
bands in order to accommodate the eight extra
valence electrons per unit cell. Along directions
LQPH of the Brillouin zone, Fig. 5, the states
Q2, and Qa„each split into states Qz„, Qz, and Q2„
Q2„, respectively, and the point Ps in the two-dimen-
sional Brillouin zone is split into states P~, P, ,
and P, ; the P, state being doubly degenerate along
the Brillouin-zone edge. The structure of the m

bands along the vertical face of the three-dimen-
sional Brillouin zone has been determined by Doni
and Pastori Parravicini' and Greenaway et al. ,
details of which are reproduced in Fig. 11. The
separation of the bands has been adjusted to fit
the PE data contained in Fig. 10, and the thermo-
reflectance data of Ref. 15.

The state -0.8 eV below the Fermi level has
been attributed to P, and explains the increase
in the density of initial states deduced earlier
from the Fowler plot, Fig. 6. The two states at
-1.8 and -2. 6 eV are assigned to the valence
states Q~„and Qa~, respectively, which gives a
m-band splitting of 0.8 eV at Q. The optical ex-
periments '"*' have not resolved this splitting '

since the allowed transitions between even and odd
states at Q (i. e. , Qz„-Qa, and Q2, - Qz„), differ
by less than 0. 1 eV. Recent thermoreflectance
measurements" have resolved these two transi-
tions, however, showing transition energies of
4. 76 and 4. 82 eV. The splitting of the m bands at
P is observed to be the same as that at Q as. pre-
dj,cted

The movement of peaks described by the curved
line (4) in Fig. 10, which occurs for photon en-
ergies in the range 9-11 eV, is due to direct p-g
transitions at general points along the bands be-
tween Q and 1'. This assignment is further sup-
ported by the fact that another set of direct tran-
sitions is located by curve 5 occurring for photon
energies between 11.3 and 12. 1 eV, associated
with a peak occurring approximately 0. 8 eV lower
in electron energy, which is attributed to tran-
sitions from the lower of the two split m states.

The Slonczewski-Weiss model' is commonly
used to describe details of the m energy-band
structure along the Brillouin-zone edge in terms
of certain overlap parameters y„y„y2, y„y4,
and 4, values of which have been determined ex-
perimentally from Fermi-surface studies. 6' A
value of 0.42+0. 05 eV for y& was deduced from a
detailed study of the m-band splitting at P, "the
energy difference E(P,) —E(P2) corresponding to
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4y~ in the three-dimensional band structure, Fig.

This value is in good agreement with those
values determined by recent magnetorefleetance
measurements. In the bvo-dimensional approxi-
mation Fig. 4, the separation of the m bands at
Q is equal to 2y~ so that the thermoreflectance
measurements~5 provide a value of approximately
2.4 for yo. A simple three-dimensional model37

gives a value of 2(yo+ y~~)~~ for the m splitting at
Q. These values of yo are somewhat lower than
currently accepted va, lues determined by Fermi-
surface studies, however, probably due to the fact
that the Slonczewski-gneiss model' is valid only
for points very close to the Brillouin-zone edge
IIPH. From the cyclotron-resonance data of Gait,
Yager, and Dails' it was concluded6' that holes
were the carriers at the symmetry point P in the
Bl illouln zone of graphite, i.e. , pp was positive.
More recent works 4~ indicates that ya is negative
and that electrons are located at P. %bile a direct
decision on the carrier assignment at P is not
possible in the present work, the existence of a
strong E tI e transition, assigned PS-P3, observed
in the SEE spectra, provides strong evidence for
P3 being located belou the Fermi level as shown
in Pig. 11. That is, the present results indicate
electron occupancy at P in agreement with the
latest carrier assignment.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The agreement between the SEE and the PE re-
sults, for those E ~e transitions to conduction-band
states occurring up to 5 eV above the vacuum level,
indicates that excitation with low-energy electrons
shows a strong dependence on the same selection
rules as those for photon excited transitions. The
close correlation between the SEE results and the
two-dimensional band structure of Painter and Ellis
endorses this view. Indirect processes undoubtedly
occur in SEE by incident low-energy electrons, due
to momentum transfer to the excited electron. How-
ever, as the PE measurements have shown, such
processes do not appear to suppress structure due
to direct interband transitions. An alternative
explanation of the structure observed in the SEE
spectrum of graphite in terms of Auger interband
transitions' cannot account for the positions and
intensity variation of the observed maxima. Auger
relaxation processes might occur, however; elec-
trons initially excited to conduction-band states
could relax into lower band minima by exciting va-
lence electrons to higher states near the Fermi lev-
el. Such a mechanism, together with electron-elec-
tron and electron-phonon scattering processes,
could explain the observed relaxation of electrons
into the two minima at 1 and Q in the rr, conduc-
tion band. The SEE and PE measurements, sum-
marized in Tables I and II, are in good quantitative

agreement with transitions predicted within the
framework provided by the two-dimensional band
structure of Painter and Ellis. ' However, the pres-
ent results are not in agreement with their calcula-
tion of the structure of the m bands along the three-
dimensional Brillouin-zone edge for the multiple-
layer graphite lattice in terms of both the magnitude
of the splitting and the location of P3 relative to the
Fermi level. The conclusions regarding the struc-
ture of the energy bands may be summarized as
follows:

(i) Two minima in the o, conduction band located
at critical points I'3„and Qz„have been observed at
V. 5 and 8. 6 eV above the Fermi level.

(ii) The o band gap at the Brillouin-zone center
has been measured for E ~e to be 11.5+0. 1 eV; the
separation of the 0 bands increases to 15.0+0. 5 eV
at Q in good agreement with the optical data9' for
transitions assigned Qz, »Qj„.

(iii) An E ~( c transition observed at 14. 5 + 0. 5 eV
is in good agreement with the predicted value of
13.5 eV assigned to transitions P3- P&. Emission
from final states at &S„and Q;„ is observed, fee 8'll&
orientation due to the relaxation of elechvbn, s' ini-
tially excited to P3 down into these minima in the o'1

conducti. on band.
(iv) Painter and Ellis predict E ((c transitions

at 11and 16eV forP~- P~ and Q;„-Qa„respective-
ly, but since both final states are below the vacuum
level, these transitions could not be verified direct-
ly in the present work. However, the SEE mea-
surements indicate that P3 is located belo~ the Fer-
mi. level which suggests that no transition to this
state is possible. This view is endorsed by recent
optical ref lectivity measurements using a synchro-
tron source which do not show a, strong peak in &3,
at 11 eV, contrary to the analysis of Tosatti and
Bassani. ' The results compiled in Table II locate
the initial state Q,„at —12+2 eV below the Fermi,
level giving a value of 14.5+2 eVfor the Q, „-Q2,
transition. The above optical ref lectivity measure-
ments 9 and the dieleetrie constants calculated by
Tosatti and Bassani' from energy-loss measure-
ments' show a weak peak in &a„around this energy.

Vfeaker structure at 4, 8 and 6. 0 eV observed in
9lower-frequency E [) c ref lectivity measurements

cannot be explained in terms of transitions between
the highest o' valence band and the lowest vr conduc-
tion band based on the band structure of Painter and
Ellis. However, we point out that transitions be-
tween m bands are not strictly forbidden for E ~[c in
the three-dimensional model so that this structure
could be a consequence of predicted direct transi-
tions at I. On the Brillouin-zone face.

(v) The splitting of the m bands at P and Q is ob-
served to be 0. 8 eV, which gives rise to E ~e tran-
sitions at 4. 76 and 4. 82 eV associated with the
saddle-point nature of the r bands at Q, and a, value
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0. 42 eV for the Slonczewski and Weiss parameter
y, . These results are in agreement with recent
thermoreflectance" and magnetoreflectance data.

The SEE measurements locate/3 helot the Fermi
level, which provides evidence for electron occupan-
cy at the center of the Brillouin-zone edge, in agree-
ment with recent assignments of electrons rather
than holes being located at this point.

To summarize, the combined use of PE and SEE
techniques has provided a means of investigating
most of the critical points in the band structure of
graphite which has in turn served to remove some
of the existing discrepancies in the literature re-
garding the interpretation of the earlier optical

data.
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